
Dyslexia Next Steps for Teens

What is college life like for someone with dyslexia? -- What type of course should I study? -- How do I find out about
support at college? -- Will I need to have a dyslexia assessment? -- What kind of support is available? -- Can I get
help in exams? -- What technology is helpful? -- How do I stay organised? -- What do I need to know about life
outside college? -- What happens after college?
"This book addresses the most common questions and concerns of teenagers with dyslexia who are preparing for
further education or training. Targeted at 14-17 year olds, this engaging and informative guide empowers young
people to make informed decisions about the next stage of their education, and helps them plan for a smooth
transition to college, university or the workplace. This book ensures that teenagers with dyslexia are aware of their

McNicholas, Ann-Marie 616.8  Knowledge

gift of dyslexia : why some of the
brightest people can't read and how

2nd ed., rev. and enl For teachers and parents and friends and siblings of dyslexic people Written by a dyslexic for
fellow dyslexic people. Dyslexic friendly book!

Davis, Ronald D; Braun,
Eldon M

616.8  Knowledge

Seeing straight: winning over dyslexia

The grass has stopped moving!
In a dramatic moment of sudden healing, fourteen  year old Paul Croal captured in a phrase the distress that
dyslexics suffer. Everything in his vision constantly shifted making the effort of reading and writing a sheer slog.

Yet the skill and patience of professionals and the love and trust of his family brought the miracle of complete cure
for Paul.

Paul's story will give hope to all who suffer learning difficulties and encourage those who work to relieve them.

Croall, Dot 616.8  Knowledge

Joe's story

"He didn't look me in the eye, so I knew he was lying, But I didn't want to believe it ..."
Joe's family is different. It's small. Just him and his old Grandad and Grandad's dog. Joe likes it that way. And so
does Grandad, The three of them get on well together.
But then Grandad falls ill. Everything Joe has depended on begins slipping away - his security, his independence,
all his hopes for the future, even the roof over his head.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Anderson, Rachel AND  Fiction

Chocolate moon

Chris has a difficult relationship with his dad and has always got on better with his gran, who now has Alzheimer's
and is in a home. After a particularly bad row, Chris runs away to Ireland and takes Gran with him. He wants to
show her the place where she grew up one last time - and help her rediscover her 'chocolate moon' she keeps
talking about. A deft and sensitive exploration of a difficult issue.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Arrigan, Mary ARR  Fiction



Funny business

Ben has cerebral palsy and all his life, people have made fun of him. Now, he wants them to laugh - he's in a
comedy showl. And, when it's his turn in the spotlight, Ben won't tell the kind of jokes that hurt people. Is there
another way to make people laugh
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Barlow, Steve;
Skidmore, Steve

BAR  Fiction

Doomsday virus

Summary: With the deadly Doomsday virus about to be unleashed onto the world's computers, the authorities have
no choice but to turn to 14-year-old hacker Tim Corder for help. But will he be able to stop the virus in time?
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Barlow, Steve;
Skidmore, Steve;

BAR /B  Picture Book Shelves

A dangerous game

Sam has sickle-cell anaemia and, though things can be hard when his illness flares up, all he wants is the chance to
live a normal life. So he is thrilled when he finally gets his Mum and Dad to let him go on the school trip to the
Scottish Highlands. Sam's desperate for an adventure and want to prove to everyone that he's just as strong as his
friends. But when some of the boys from his class take a reckless risk in order to win a challenge, the trip turns out
to be more dangerous than Sam could have imagined.

Easy to read
Dyslexia Friendly

Blackman, Malorie. BLA  Fiction

Hostage

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Blackman, Malorie;
Brazell, Derek

BLA /B  Picture Book Shelves

Anzac boys

Bert and his little brother Frank are orphans. Determined to stay together, tragedy strikes when they are transported
out of the country to serve as cheap labour in the British colonies and end up separated; Bert to Australia and Frank
to New Zealand. Years pass. As the Great War dawns in Europe, the ANZACs send their soldiers to storm Gallipoli,
but can the battlefield also serve as a reunion for the two brothers?
A gripping historical tale based on a tragic episode of World War One.

Illustrated
Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 9+

Bradman, Tony author BRA  Fiction



Car wash wish

There’s more than one way to look at the world...

Hudson is a skilled reader of books, but not so much with people. Mum's new bloke Louis is keen to help, and in
turn Hudson passes on what he learns to future sibling Zed (for zygote). This all comes in useful at granddad's
funeral as Hudson deals with grief, his dad's feelings of guilt and his own sadness about his parents' separation.
Hudson's self-awareness about his Asperger's and how it affects him (and others) gives him a distinctive and
insightful voice that offers an astute and ultimately uplifting take on the world.

Brahmachari, Sita
1966- author

BRA  Fiction

Prisoner in Alcatraz

Marty is doing life in the hardest prison in America. No-one gets out of Alcatraz. Will Marty manage to escape?
Alive?

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Breslin, Theresa BRE  Fiction

Whispers in the graveyard

Solomon is bullied by his teachers and feels let down by his parents. His mother has left him. His refuge is in the
local kirkyard among ancient graves that lie in the shadow of the rowan tree. Then workmen uproot the tree and as
it decays a strange power is unleashed.

Breslin, Theresa BRE  Fiction

I see you baby

Sally Mack is fed up - with her job, with her boss, with her life. Keith Scully's feeling pretty low too - his friends have
stood him up and now he's on his way to the rock festival of the year alone. Sally and Keith both wish they could be
someone, anyone, else. Well, today's their lucky day...

Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 12+

Teen drama about mistaken identity with a touch of romance.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Brooks, Kevin author BRO  Fiction

Sammy and the starman

A fun, friendly story about a lost little spaceman and the boy who helps him find his way back home.

Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 7+

Cassidy, Anne, 1952-,
author

CAS /B  Picture Book Shelves



land of whizzing arrows

Summary: The Land of Whizzing Arrows is the true story of Leo Parcus and his encounters with a tribe called the
Parentintin, with whom he lived in 1921. It describes the hardships and dangers he has to overcome in the jungle
and grasslands of Bolivia, not least in persuading the Parentintin not to eat him. A real story to read like a fast-
paced adventure.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Chapman, Simon;
Camagajevac, Seb

CHA /B  Picture Book Shelves

All we know of Heaven

Adam's Mum is in intensive care - the victim of a horrific car accident. Adam and his father prepare for a sad and
lonely Christmas. But as the first winter snow falls, Adam's father sinks further and further into deep depression.
Adam has to find the strength to make the most difficult decision of his life.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly
This book is suitable for reluctant readers of 13-16 with a reading age of eight years. It is printed on cream paper,
which is proven to be more restful on the eye. The font is specially designed to encourage a smooth and easy read.
There are frequent page breaks, short, headed chapters and illustrations on almost every page. A wide range of
specialists, including children themselves, have read and commented on the book prior to publication.

Crowther, Peter CRO  Fiction

Film crew

It's Art Camp Week and Lara's class is off for an adventure in a big house in the middle of the woods. Mr Mac is
keen to catch every moment on film - even the coach turning up and the teacher racing to catch it! Everyone gets
stuck in to a big art project but Lara's friend Ted lets her into a secret project of his own - a magical house built high
up in the trees. So when the class project falls flat, can Lara and Ted's secret house save the day? Particularly
suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers.

A fun-filled adventure celebrating friendship and the great outdoors, from a Carnegie Medal-winning author.
Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 8+

Cross, Gillian, author CRO /B  Picture Book Shelves

The mystery of the man with the black
beard

Annie's dad is a private investigator. She's used to mysterious things going on, but when a string of visitors come to
her dad's office, it results in the most mysterious event of all - her dad has disappeared! Annie knows something is
wrong and she enlists the help of her friends Matt and Ruth to follow a trail of very sticky clues

7-12 Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Cross, Gillian author CRO /B  Picture Book Shelves

Game boy

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Durant, Alan; Mason,
Sue

DUR  Fiction



Game boy galactic

Muzzy starts to play a game and finds himself trapped in an alien world. Can he face his fears and make it back
alive? Easy to read
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Durant, Alan; Mason,
Sue

DUR  Fiction

Sink the Tirpitz

The Tirpitz is Germany's best war ship. Can Bob and the crew of his mini submarine help sink it? Or will they be
blown up themselves? A thrilling fictionalised account of the daring undersea mission to sink the German battleship
Tirpitz. An exciting true war story. Easy to read.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Eldridge, Jim; Gibson,
Dylan

ELD  Fiction

Dunkirk escape

Dave Jones is trapped on the beach at Dunkirk, as bombs explode around him. Can his son get there in time to
save him? Easy to read and powerful story of the famous rescue. Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant,
struggling and dyslexic readers.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Eldridge, Jim ELD /B  Picture Book Shelves

Check mates

My name is Felix Schopp and I am 11 years old. Some people think that I'm a problem child, that I'm lazy and never
pay attention in lessons and will do anything to get out of them. And it's true. I will. I'd rather climb a tree than do
English, do the washing up instead of homework and I'll walk anywhere than have to study a map or the bus
timetable. But that's not so bad is it? You see the thing is, I'm not a problem child at all. I'm just a child with a
problem.

A funny, moving and utterly original story about one boy's struggle with dyslexia from Stewart Foster, award-winning
author of THE BUBBLE BOY

Foster, Stewart. FOS  Fiction
Well-being

Baby baby

Summary: "April thinks Pinkie is amazing with her bright pink hair and her biker boots. Pinkie would rather not think
about April at all. Pretty clothes and snow white trainers aren't Pinkie's style. But there's something about April that
gets under Pinkie's skin and it only gets worse when the girls find themselves together in the Tinley Road Centre for
Schoolgirl Mothers"--Back cover
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

French, Vivian FRE  Fiction



Maggot moon

An unlikely teenager risks all to expose the truth about a heralded moon landing. What if the football hadn't gone
over the wall. On the other side of the wall there is a dark secret. And the devil. And the Moon Man. And the
Motherland doesn't want anyone to know. But Standish Treadwell--who has different-colored eyes, who can't read,
can't write, Standish Treadwell isn't bright--sees things differently than the rest of the "train-track thinkers." So when
Standish and his only friend and neighbor, Hector, make their way to the other side of the wall, they see what the
Motherland has been hiding. And it's big. A starkly original and heartbreaking tale of friendship and rebellion
Carnegie and Costa award winner

Gardner, Sally GAR  Fiction

Lucky

Everyone think because Dom is big, he's a bully. But his best friend Leon knows what he's really like. And when an
injured seagull needs their help, Leon finds out there's even more to Dom than he thought... A heart-warming
adventure in just 45 pages and large print.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Gates, Susan GAT /B  Picture Book Shelves

Night hunger

Ever since strange and sexy Beth sank her teeth into him, John's had the hunger... and it's growing. He wants food.
He wants meat - raw meat. He wants to be out in the woods, under the moon - hunting. Can John control the beast
inside, before it controls him? Large fonts
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Gibbons, Alan GIB  Fiction

2 die 4

Ryan's new phone has everything - satellite tracking, movies, broadband. It's a dream phone. And then the
messages start, and the visions...and soon the dream becomes a nightmare. Easy to read
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Hinton, Nigel HIN  Fiction

Smile: the story of the original Mona
Lisa

Florence, 1482. Renaissance Italy is a world of riches open to any man who dares to conquer it. In the life of young
Lisa the doors to this world remain closed. Promised in her youth to a widower as a loving wife and mother, she is
resigned to an unremarkable existence clinging only to the memory of being ?????Lovely Lisa????? to the now
great Leonardo Da Vinci. But when their paths cross again her portrait will become his masterpiece and her smile
will capture the imagination of the world.

A remarkable historical novel inspired by the world most mysterious portrait
Dyslexic friendly

Hoffman, Mary. HOF  Fiction



Tilt

Pisa, 1299. In the great square of the cathedral, Netta lives with her father, the last of the the Pisano family of
sculptors and stone-carvers. Netta fears that marriage and motherhood are her fate, but she dreams of being a
famous architect like her father. An architect who will solve the baffling mystery of Pisa's leaning tower.
Easy to read
Dyslexia friendly

Hoffman, Mary. HOF  Fiction

Virtual friends again

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Hoffman, Mary HOF  Fiction

new girl

Summary: When Kirsty argues with her best mate, the new girl Carly steps in. At first, Kirsty thinks she is great. But
then she notices Carly copying her more and more and things just don't add up. How can she stop Carly from taking
over her life
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Hooper, Mary HOO  Fiction

Fish in a tree

Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide
her inability to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you
cure dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble maker.
With his help, Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of. As her
confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers that
there's a lot more to her -- and to everyone -- than a label, and that great minds don't always think alike. Middle
readers. In trouble again -- Yellow card -- Never up to me -- Bird in a cage -- Silver dollars and wooden nickels --
Triple-sided coin -- No grandpas here -- Real trouble -- Bag full of nothing -- Promises. promises -- Scrambled egg --

Hunt, Lynda Mullaly HUN  Fiction

best holiday ever

Easy read. Louise and her best mate Katie are off to Spain for their first holidays without parental supervision...
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Johnson, Pete JOH  Fiction



Diary of an (un)teenager

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Johnson, Pete JOH  Fiction

Betrayal

Hannah and Frieda are best friends. But in Germany before World War II, you cannot trust anyone and no one feels
safe. Hannah's familiy are Jewish, Frieda's family are Nazis. And Nazis hate Jews. Can Frieda and Hannah really
be friends forever?
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Jungman, Ann; Marks,
Alan

JUN /B  Picture Book Shelves

Hunted

The last thing Tim wants to do is stay in Africa with his stepbrother Martin, while he studies elephants. But one night
their jeep crashes in the middle of nowhere: Martin's in danger and Tim's the only one who can help. Will Martin be
eaten by lions, or worse, discovered by the poachers that roam the parks? Thrilling African adventure. Barrington
Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Kay, Elizabeth; Gibson,
Dylan

KAY  Fiction

No stone unturned

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Keaney, Brian KEA  Fiction

Passing for white

It's 1848 in the Deep South of America. Rosa is a slave but her owner is also her father and her fair skin means she
can 'pass for white'. With the help of her husband Benjamin, she disguises herself as a young southern gentleman -
and Benjamin's master. In this guise, the couple flee the South, explaining away their lack of literacy, avoiding those
they have encountered before and holding their nerve over a thousand miles to freedom. Inspired by the amazing
true story of Ellen Craft who escaped a life of slavery through a daring disguise and won freedom for herself and her
husband.

"Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 13+"

Landman, Tanya,
author

LAN  Fiction



Young monsters

Lon's father calls him a "young monster" and sends him to a school where the other boys really are young
monsters! How will Lon cope with the beds full of crushed cockroaches and the horrible creatures in the wild?

Easy to read

Lawrence, Michael LAW  Fiction

Young wizards

Brin and Arlo are just two normal boys. Or so they think. When weird things start to happen... A laugh-out-loud
comedy.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Lawrence, Michael;
Mould, Chris

LAW /B  Picture Book Shelves

Only Boy, The

Mary is stuck in Section One, living with three hundred women in a crumbling hospital. She wonders what life was
like before the Cleansing wiped out all the men. But the rules-the Matriarch's senseless rules-prevent her from
exploring the vacant city to find out. Taylor's got a dangerous secret: he's a boy. His compound's been destroyed,
and he's been relocated to Section One. Living under the Matriarch means giving up possessions, eating canned
food and avoiding all physical contact. Baggy clothes hide his flat chest and skinny legs, but if anyone discovers
what lies beneath, he'll be exiled. Maybe even executed. Mary's never seen a boy-the Matriarch cut the pictures of
men from the textbooks-and she doesn't suspect Taylor's secret. If she knew, she might understand the need to
stop the girls from teasing him. If she knew, she might realize why she breaks the rules, just to be near him. Then

Locke, Jordan LOC  Fiction

Sticks and stones

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

MACPHAIL, Catherine MAC  Fiction

kind of magic

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

MacPhail, Catherine MacP  Fiction



Tod in biker city

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Masters, Anthony;
Buckley, Harriet

MAS /B  Picture Book Shelves

The mystery of me

Ketty was technically dead for two minutes and thirty-nine seconds according to the doctors who saved her. She's
on the mend yet can't remember anything about her life before the accident. But people are treating her really
weirdly and Ketty just can't shake the feeling that something is terribly wrong. When her new friend Otis reveals that
pre-crash Ketty was a spiteful bully, she faces a tough decision. What kind of person can she be now?

McCombie, Karen,
author

MCC  Picture Book Shelves

fall

Mog might be a loser, but he's not as much of a loser as Duffy. So when Duffy tries to get in with Mog's best mate,
Mog decides to take action. But when he lands Duffy in The Beck, the rancid stream behind the school, Mog has no
idea how far the ripples will spread... Winner of the Booktrust Teenage Prize

Easy to read dyslexia friendly
Good for dyslexic readers

McGowan, Anthony MCG  Fiction

I never liked Wednesdays

1937- 48 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm Dyslexia friendly. Midge and his friend are always getting up to all sorts of
mischief. They live in Liverpool, but have grand ideas of running away to sea but no one believes that they could
manage such a courageous feat! Well, they'll show them. But when big sisters get involved, there's no telling how
far their mischief will take them. Dyslexia friendly

McGough, Roger MCG /B  Picture Book Shelves

The castle in the field

Chris, Lisa and Tom love their hide-out - but it has to stay a secret! A great countryside tale from the multi award-
winning master storyteller.

Dyslexic-friendly. -Illustrations and text on inside covers.

Little gems collection

Morpurgo, Michael,
author

MOR  Fiction



Wartman

Summary: Have you ever had a wart? Or had a friend with one? Dilly has one called George who causes him a lot
of grief, both at home and at school. Until, that is, he meets old Mr Ben
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Morpurgo, Michael;
Carey, Joanna

MOR  Fiction

Respect: The Walter Tull Story

Powerful and inspiring true-life story of Walter Tull, in a brand new edition to commemorate the centenary of World
War One.

Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 12+
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Morgan, Michaela
author

MOR B  Picture Book Shelves

Until we win

When Lizzy meets Julia and Elsie her life is transformed - they are Suffragettes, fighting for Votes for Women, and
their passion lights a spark in Lizzy's heart. Lizzy's new friends believe in deeds not words and soon Lizzy is caught
up in the heat of the Suffragette cause. But rallies, protests and direct action place the Sffragettes in danger of
prison - and worse.

Dyslexia friendly
Easy to read

Newbery, Linda. NEW  Fiction

Off-side

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Oldfield, Jenny;
Downer, Maggie

OLD  Fiction

Storm Cloud

Kami is horse crazy. She can't wait for a summer at Wolf Ridge ranch. It's wild, it's sunny -- and she gets to be a
real cowgirl... Life at her best friends ranch is a dream come true for Kami. She spends her days on horseback in
the mountains, but there's trouble brewing. A beautiful dark colt needs help -- will Kami be brave enough to save
Storm Cloud?

A touching and compelling tale, brilliantly illustrated in soft and sensitive black and white by the talented Gary
Blythe. Sure to delight all young horse fans.

Oldfield, Jenny, 1949- OLD  Fiction



Over the line

Even in the trenches, football lives on...

Powerful historical novel about one footballer's experience during World War I, based on the little-known history of
the Flanders Cup. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 10+
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Palmer, Tom 1967-
author

PAL  Fiction

Are you kidding

Marcus is in trouble - there's a new caretaker in school and it's his grandad. How embarrassing! But what's worse,
the school mascot, Flossie the goat, has gone missing and Marcus suspects his grandad may have something to do
with it.
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Rai, Bali RAI  Fiction

Dream on

If you were good at football, really good, you could go places. So Baljit starts dreaming that life is more than duty
and paying bills...
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Rai, Bali RAI  Fiction

Old dog, new tricks

When the Singh family move into a new house, their neighbour Mick is far from welcoming. He's mean to everyone
and his racist beliefs make living next door to him hard for the Singhs. But Harvey is convinced that Mick just needs
help and that he's the one to do it he just needs to work out how! A charming and heart-warming story about the
importance of family and friends Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers Barrington Stoke
Teen

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Rai, Bali author RAI  Fiction

Black bones

Tony Kim works in a magic shop. Not one that sells card tricks and fake top hats, this is the real thing. When he
suspects an evil cult's plan to summon a demon, he must find a way to stop it from happening. Easy to read ;
Interest age: 14+ years
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Dyslexia friendly
Dyslexic friendly
Large Font

Richardson, E. E RIC  Fiction



Moose baby

Will it be a boy or a girl? Nothing can prepare Jess and Nick for when Jess gives birth to their first... moose. Four
legs won't fit into a romper suit and what will grandma say? But there has been a spate of Non-Homo-Sapien births
round the country and everyone else is coping, disembowelled labradors apart

Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Rosoff, Meg 1956- ROS  Fiction

The pirate's secret

One windswept winter's evening, Arden Tregorey listens, enthralled, as his father tells him of his golden secret and
of how he once outwitted the notorious one-eared pirate Lambert Luggole Spain. The next day his father is
kidnapped and disappears, so young Arden sets off to the Caribbean in search of him. How will he travel the 5,000
miles of dangerous Atlantic Ocean, and will he succeed in finding his only living relative?

Easy to read
Large font
Dyslexic friendly

Ross, Stewart author ROS  Fiction

A perfectly ordinary school

A laugh-out-loud tale of blood, guts and monsters! At school they call Frankie 'Lanky Frankie' and Molly 'Molly the
Dolly'. But Frankie's had enough, so his mum and dad pack him off to a very special school where he can learn how
to stand up to his classmates - by turning into different monsters! But that's only if he can survive the teachers first...
Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers

Super readable

Strong, Jeremy. STR  Fiction

first hunter

Tan and his people steal meat from the big cats to live. It's dangerous. It's scary. Wid the Fool thinks there's a better
way. Could they hunt like cats, not steal like jackals? But no one listens to Wid. Until now... Large prints A 45-pages
brilliant book!
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Swindells, Robert E SWI /B  Picture Book Shelves

Icefall

"Barney must escape from the killer in the snow- but can he get away this time" A nose-stud, a snake tattoo, that's
all Barney knows about the people who want him dead. He doesn't know why they want to kill him or what they'll do
next, all he knows is they'll stop at nothing. A fast-paced scary adventure Large prints Suggested level: primary,
intermediate
Easy read, dyslexic-friendly

Townsend, John;
Pulsar Studios

TOW /B  Picture Book Shelves



Diary of a dyslexic school kid

Experience day-to-day life for a dyslexic kid, including school life, bullying and coping with tests and homework, in
this frank and funny diary. Co-authored with a teenage boy with dyslexia and illustrated with cartoons, this is a
positive yet honest look at the difficulties of being dyslexic. Using a simple and relatable approach, the authors
display the ups and downs of school - and home - life with a reading difficulty, focussing on the sometimes
overwhelming experience of being at a bigger school and studying loads of new subjects. Providing tips for what
really helps and works based on real-life experience, this fun, accessible book shows teens and tweens with
dyslexia that they are far from alone in their experiences.

Winton, Alais. WIN  Fiction


